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ConfTool Tips
This year, we are relying on ConfTool in an expanded capacity. The Conference Agenda has some helpful
tools that will allow us to get more out of the program. This guide introduces you to two helpful pages:
1. The full Conference Agenda
2. Viewing specific panels on the Session Overview
and to the following features:
3. Building a personalized agenda
4. Participating in discussions

Benefits of ConfTool

The discussion feature in ConfTool provides a robust and lasting place to contribute to discussions about
panels and presentations. Discussions can be started anytime (even prior to the start of the panel) and can
continue for the duration of the conference. The discussions will be available for the duration of the
conference and for at least 1 week after, providing you the opportunity to archive notes for your own
reference. Users can also use print screen or screen shot functions to save the discussions, allowing you to
add them to your research notes.
While we can certainly use the chat feature in Zoom, those messages don’t have the permanence or flexibility
of the ConfTool Discussion feature. You cannot see anything posted to a Zoom chat before you entered a
room and those messages are not retained when a session ends. With ConfTool Discussions, the posts are
saved in a centralized place that you can access at any point during the conference.

Accessing the Conference Agenda
You access the Conference Agenda from your ConfTool home page by logging in to your account and
selecting “Browse Conference Agenda” (see Visual A).

(Visual A)
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This will take you to the Conference Agenda page (see Visual B).
From here you can:
1. access information on specific panel sessions (3),
2. build a personalized agenda (4 and 1), and
3. participate in discussions (2) on:
a. sessions (5), and
Note: a session is what ConfTool calls a panel, and participants presenting on that panel will not
be notified of any discussion posts made to the session unless they manually subscribed to that
discussion.
b. specific presentations (6), which will post to the author (automatically) and to subscribed
users.

(Visual B)
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Viewing Specific Panels
Clicking on the name of the panel (see Visual B, #3) will take you to the session overview where you can see
details such as the titles and abstracts of the presentations.
While you are in the Session Overview screen (see Visual C), you can:
1. use the “+ Add Session to ‘My Agenda’” (see Visual C, #1) to build your personal agenda.
Note: To remove a selected session, click “Select to Remove from “My Agenda.’”
2. click the “+ Start New Discussion” (see Visual C, #2) next to the session title to start/join a
discussion on the entire panel, or
3. click on the “+ Start New Discussion” (see Visual C, #3) next to a specific presentation to start/join
a discussion on a specific presentation.
Note: see the note under 3.a. on page 2 for more information about the difference between
posting to a session vs. posting to a specific presentation.

(Visual C)
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Personalized Agenda
There are two places where you can add a session to your agenda:
1. From the Conference Agenda page, you can click on the white + (see Visual B, #4).
2. From the Session Overview page, you can click on “+ Add Session to ‘My Agenda’” (see Visual C,
#1).
When a session has been added to your agenda, a green checkmark will replace the +. Clicking that
checkmark will remove the session from your agenda.
You can add concurrent sessions to your agenda if you are considering panel hopping.
Once you have built an agenda, you can access it from the top of the Conference Agenda page (see Visual B,
#1).
You will see many familiar tools from the “My Agenda” Overview page.
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Discussions
There are two places where you can access a full list (see Visual D) of all discussions to which you are
subscribed:
1. The “Your Discussions” link on the home page (see Visual A), and
2. the “Conference Agenda” page (see Visual B, #2)
You can subscribe to discussions on specific presentations (by clicking on the blue +) and/or entire panels
from either the Conference Agenda page (see Visual B, #5 and #6) or the Session Overview page (see the
section on Viewing Specific Panels).
Authors of specific presentations will automatically be notified (via the email on file with ConfTool) of any
discussion posts made to their specific presentation only. Authors will not be notified of discussions posted
to the panel unless they are subscribed.
Authors can change their subscription from “E-Mail Notification” to “Subscribed” if they wish to see the
posts only on the “Your Discussions” list and not via email.
Anyone who subscribes to a discussion (on either the entire panel or a specific presentation) will be notified
(via the email on file with ConfTool) when discussion posts are added.
Once you are subscribed to a discussion, all updates can be viewed from this list. There is no need to navigate
to a specific presentation to view discussions.
From both inside discussion boards and the Your Discussion list, you can edit or delete messages.

(Visual D)

